Evaluation of the association of polymorphisms in EYA1, environmental factors, and non-syndromic orofacial clefts in Western Han Chinese.
Non-syndromic orofacial clefts (NSOCs) are complex disease involving genetic triggers, environmental factors, and their interplay. Recent studies demonstrated that EYA1, a member of eye absent gene family, might contribute to NSOCs. We investigated three single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and eight environmental factors (multivitamin, folic acid and calcium supplementation history, maternal alcohol consumption, common cold history, maternal smoking and environmental tobacco smoke in the first trimester, and paternal smoking in the 3 months before pregnancy) among 294 case-parent trios and 183 individual controls in western Han Chinese to evaluate the relationship between EYA1, environmental factors, and NSOCs. To be better known the gene's role in the etiology of NSOCs, we performed statistical analysis in different aspects including the linkage disequilibrium test, transmission disequilibrium test, haplotype analysis, multiple logistic regression analysis, and conditional logistic regression analysis. Allele C at rs3779748 showed an over-transmission in NSCL/P trios (P = 0.03), and genotype A/A at rs10094908 was under-transmitted among NSCL/P trios (P = 0.03), whereas over-transmitted among NSCPO trios (P = 0.02). The haplotype GC of rs10094908-rs3779748 was over-transmitted among NSCL/P trios (P = 0.05) and NSCPO trios (P = 0.05), respectively. Maternal common cold history, environmental tobacco smoke, and maternal alcohol consumption during the first trimester of pregnancy were risk factors for NSOCs, while calcium supplementation during the first trimester showed a protective effect. No evidence of interactions between EYA1 and environmental factors was found. These results revealed an association between EYA1, some environmental factors, and NSOCs in western Han Chinese.